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Natural killer (NK) cells represent a critical defense against viral infections and

cancers. NK cells require integration of activating and inhibitory NK cell receptors

to detect target cells and the balance of these NK cell inputs defines the global NK

cell response. The sensitivity of the response is largely defined by interactions

between self-major histocompatibility complex class I (MHC-I) molecules and

specific inhibitory NK cell receptors, so-called NK cell education. Thus, NK cell

education is a crucial process to generate tuned effector NK cell responses in

different diseases. In this review, we discuss the relationship between NK cell

education and physiologic factors (type of self-MHC-I, self-MHC-I allelic variants,

variant of the self-MHC-I-binding peptides, cytokine effects and inhibitory KIR

expression) underlying NK cell education profiles (effector function or

metabolism). Additionally, we describe the broad-spectrum of effector educated

NK cell functions on different pathologies (such as HIV-1, CMV and tumors,

among others).
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Introduction

As a lymphocyte population, NK cells are essential for homeostasis and immune defense

against a wide range of infectious and chronic diseases (1, 2). The heterogeneity of NK cell

responses, typically either cytokine-producing or cytotoxic, is crucial for immune protection

(3, 4). These effector NK cell functions are managed by a balance of activating and inhibitory

input signals (5, 6). Activating NK cell receptors (aNKR), such as the natural cytotoxicity

receptors (including NKp46, NKp30 and NKp44), NKG2D and DNAM-1, function as the

major activating receptors involved in target cell killing via the recognition of cell surface

ligands expressing different types of stress (non-self, dangerous) signals (7). Alternately,

inhibitory receptors (iNKR), such as LAG-3, TIGIT, Tim-3, NKG2A/CD94, or inhibitory

KIR translate healthy (self, non-dangerous) signals to NK cells (3, 5, 6). Meanwhile, NK cells

can sense the absence of MHC-I expression. Some NK cell receptors can also detect MHC-I

molecules as stress signals, such as the killer-cell immunoglobulin-like receptors (KIR) and

NKG2C/CD94 (3, 5–7). The threshold of NK activation, via the accumulation of input
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signals, is calibrated by the NK cell education process (8, 9, 10). NK

cell education is the recognition of self-MHC class I (MHC-I) via

inhibitory NK cell receptors, which prevents NK cell auto-reactivity

and maintains tolerance to self. The calibration of this threshold is

determined by the self-MHC-I environment present during the NK

cell education process and is mainly mediated by KIR, including

KIR2DL1 and KIR2DL2/L3 NK cell receptors (8, 9, 11). However,

other inhibitory receptors for self-MHC-I, such as NKG2A/HLA-E

and KIR3DL1, can also play a role in this process and NK cells

educated by NKG2A/HLA-E develop different responses compared to

iKIR educated NK cells (12). Additional extrinsic factors further

influence responses mediated by educated NK cells. For instance,

MHC-I expression can be modulated by pathogens, allowing infected

cells to escape NK cell recognition (10, 13). Moreover, educated NK

cells are more sensitive to variations in MHC-I expression levels on

target cells compared to uneducated NK cells (8). NK cell receptor

engagement can also be influenced by changes in the peptidome

presented by MHC-I, thereby significantly affecting NK cell effector

functions (14). These data suggest an intricate relationship between

NK cell education and the cellular environment (11).

In this review, we will discuss the relationship between NK cell

education and environmental influences, with a special focus on

factors affecting NK cell education in physiological niches, such as

self-MHC-I expression, self-antigen MHC-I presentation, or cytokine

milieu. We will also review effector educated NK cell functional

profiles in pathological environments, as well as their potential

ability to restrict the pathology of specific diseases.
NK cell education governed by a
specific environment

In humans, NK cells express different combinations of inhibitory

receptors (such as KIR and NKG2A) that recognize self-MHC-I

proteins. Based on this self-recognition, NK cells can be defined as

either educated or uneducated NK cells. The educated NK cells are

reactive against target cells that lack or have downregulated MHC-I

and co-express activating ligands. NK cells that do not express any

inhibitory receptors for self-MHC-I recognition are referred to as

uneducated NK cells. Uneducated NK cells are very weakly sensitive

to inhibition by self-MHC class I variations, requiring very high

activation signals to become reactive. Thus, without strong

stimulation, uneducated NK cells are largely hyporesponsive (8).

The education of NK cells is typically described through four

models (8). In the first model, the licensing model (or arming model),

NK cells acquire high effector capabilities by the recognition of self-

MHC-I ligands via expressed iNKR (8, 15). The second model, the

disarming model, describes high effector capabilities in NK cells,

which become anergic as soon as they fail at recognizing self-MHC-I

(8). Thirdly, the rheostat model characterizes the relationship

between NK cell education and the quantity of interactions with

self-MHC-I ligands, and is therefore pertinent in both the licensing

and disarming models (8, 16). Lastly, the tuning model defines the

evolution of NK cell education due to fluctuations of self-MHC-I

expressed in the cellular environment over time (8, 17, 18). According

to these models, NK cell education seems to actively participate in NK
Frontiers in Immunology 02
cell functional plasticity and could be involved in modulating the

effector NK cell repertoire during chronic diseases. Herein we will

assess the relative importance of each in disease states.
NK cell education in humans

In humans, KIR2DL1/2/3 and KIR3DL1 receptors play an

important role in the NK cell education process. First, KIR3DL1 is

expressed at varying levels on NK cells and binds to HLA-B and HLA-

A bearing Bw4 allotypes, such as HLA-A*24:02, -A*32:01, -A*23:01,

and HLA-Bw4 ligands. The HLA-B alleles are divided into Bw6 or

Bw4 epitopes, with further division of HLA-Bw4 into HLA-Bw4-80I

or HLA-Bw4-80T subtypes based on a dimorphism (isoleucine, I vs

threonine, T) at position 80 (Bw4*80I and Bw4*80T). The HLA-

Bw4*80I genotype is associated with both low and high KIR3DL1

expression levels on educated NK cells, and presents a higher

expression density and ligand-binding affinity than HLA-Bw4*80T

(8, 19–22). While HLA-Bw4 facilitates KIR3DL1 binding, HLA-Bw6

does not interact with any KIR3DL1 (23–25). In individuals

homozygous for HLA-Bw6, NK cells are not sufficiently educated

through KIR3DL1 receptors (8, 19, 20). Besides HLA-Bw4, KIR3DL1

can be educated by HLA-A*24 and HLA-A*32 allotypes (26).

KIR3DL1 allotypes present distinct hierarchies of HLA-Bw4

recognition that are independent of HLA-Bw4*80I/T variants (27).

Indeed, KIR3DL1*005 displays wider, high-binding preferences to

HLA-I ligand recognition than KIR3DL1*001, which itself has higher

binding preferences compared to KIR3DL1*015 (27).

KIR2DL1/2/3 can also educate NK cells, but through engagement

with HLA-C variants 1 or 2 and two HLA-B allotypes (HLA-B*46:01

and HLA-B*73:01) (19). KIR2DL1 binds HLA-C2 with high affinity,

while KIR2DL2/3 recognizes HLA-C1 (8, 19). KIR2DL1/2/3 and

HLA-C interactions are dependent on the HLA-C allotypes. For

example, KIR2DL1 molecules recognize distinct HLA-C2 allotypes

with different avidities. KIR2DL1 expresses the highest affinity for

HLA-C*15:02 and the lowest for HLA-C*04:01. Similarly, KIR2DL2/3

and HLA-C1 interactions exhibit different avidities, where KIR2DL2/

3 presents the highest affinity for HLA-C*03:03 and the lowest for

HLA-C*01:02 (28). The efficiency of NK cell education by KIR2DL1/

2/3 is also dependent on different mutations on iKIR. For instance, the

(35E) variant of KIR2DL2/L3 presents better affinity in HLA-C1

engagement than its (35Q) variant. Meanwhile, the KIR2DL1 (245R)

variant presents better inhibition than its (245C) variant in terms of

HLA-C2 engagement (8, 19, 29, 30). Interestingly, the activating

KIR2DS1+ NK cell receptor, known to interact exclusively with

HLA-C2 molecules, has been associated with hyporesponsive

responses by NK cells from HLA-C2+ donors compared to NK

cells from HLA-C1+ donors upon in vitro stimulation with HLA-

deficient target cells (31). In this stimulation, KIR2DS1+ NK cells

from HLA-C2+ donors displayed decreased NK cell degranulation in

comparison with KIR-negative NK cells. Moreover, NK cells co-

expressing KIR2DS1 and NKG2A were less responsive than NKG2A+

NK cells in HLA-C2+ donors. Thus, KIR2DS1 can represent a

complementary mechanism to the effector function calibration in

NK cell education (30–32). The efficiency of NK cell education is also

dependent upon the peptide being presented. KIR2DL2/3 and
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KIR2DL1 are characterized by a distinctive level of detection for

HLA-C peptide presentation, with a greater sensitivity for KIR2DL2/3

than KIR2DL1 and with a critical effect of amino acids on position 7

or 8 of the HLA-C-binding peptide on this recognition (28). For

instance, the metalloproteinase 1–derived peptide (VAPWNSFAL)

and its variant (VAPWNSDAL) bind to HLA-C1 with similar

affinities (33). However, while VAPWNSFAL is a stronger inhibitor

of KIR2DL3+ NK cells, VAPWNSDAL abrogates inhibitory signaling

in NK cells by disrupting the clustering of KIR2DL3 in NK cell

synapses (34). KIR3DL1 engagement can also be influenced by self-

peptide presentation (14, 27). Indeed, variations of the self-peptide

LSSPVTKSF (14, 35) in position 8 for glutamic acid or leucine

substitutions induce a dramatic loss of the KIR3DL1 binding to

HLA-B*57 (14). Altogether, the efficiency of KIR education

depends on different mechanisms such as the nature of peptide

presented, KIR variants, and MHC-I variants.

NK cell education does not exclusively rely on KIR, but is also

calibrated by NKG2A/HLA-E engagement (8, 36). First, different

HLA-E alleles display distinct levels of cell surface stabilization. It has

been shown that the 107A variant (HLA-E*01:01) is less stable on the

surface of cells than the 107G variant (HLA-E01:03) (37). HLA-E

expression also relies on the sequence of the peptide that is presented.

In healthy cells, HLA-E usually binds a signal peptide derived from

the leader sequence of HLA-A, -B, and -C (37, 38). The amino acids at

positions 2 and 9 are crucial to determine peptide-binding in the

HLA-E pocket. While HLA-A and -C do not present any variants for

this position, HLA-B displays two variants, Methionine (M) or

Threonine (T), on residue -21 that correspond with position 2 on

the HLA-B-derived peptide that binds HLA-E (39). HLA-E

expression at the cell surface is less stable with the HLA-B (-21T)

genotype than with the HLA-B (-21M) genotype. Accordingly, the

HLA-B (-21M) genotype favors education of CD94/NKG2A+ NK

cells compared to the HLA-B (-21T) genotype due to differences in

the engagement of HLA-E (39).

Recently, an in vitro study detailed that LIR-1 (LILRB1) receptors

can mediate co‐education with educated KIRs+ (KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2/

3, and KIR3DL1) NK cells and show higher responsiveness to K562

cells than educated KIRs+ NK cells. In an anti-tumoral context,

LILRB1+ NK cells express high ADCC capacities compared the

other KIR and NKG2A educated NK subsets (40). NK cell

education has been suggested to also occur through HLA class I-

independent inhibitory interactions. For instance, in patients with X-

linked lymphoproliferative disease 1 (XLP1), 2B4 and NTB-A display

inhibitory signals instead of activating ones due to impaired

functionality of the signaling lymphocyte activation molecule

(SLAM)-associated protein (SAP). In contrast to healthy donors,

XLP1 patients produce a portion of NK cells which lack iNKR for

self-HLA class I molecules, are functional and mediate responses

against cells lacking ligands for 2B4 or NTB-A, including autologous

antigen presenting cells. Therefore, this alternate education

mechanism may result in autoreactivity and, in XLP1 patients,

worsen the immunodeficiency (41, 42).

Finally, studies in mice have demonstrated that NK cell education

can also be led by TIGIT inhibitory receptors (43, 44). Indeed, TIGIT+

NK cells in CD155-deficient mice demonstrate a functional

impairment (degranulation and IFNg production). On the other

hand, TIGIT deficiency induces a decrease in the NK cell response
Frontiers in Immunology 03
during CD155- target cell stimulation. These studies in mouse models

reported that the CD155 ligand supports TIGIT+ educated NK cells in

parallel and independently of the self-MHC-I-dependent NK cell

education process (44). CD226 expression is correlated with iNKR for

self-MHC-I, but the absence of CD226 expression does not abrogate

the missing self-killing. Thus, CD226 exhibit a close association with

NK cell education but do not seem to be involved in NK cell education

directly (45). SLAM family receptors (SFR) can support NK cell

education despite the fact that SFR are activating NK cell receptors

(45, 46). The chronic engagement of SFR mediates a desensitization of

NK cell responsiveness via hematopoietic cell recognition. SFR

deficiency affects particularly the functional acquisition of

unlicensed (Ly49C−Ly49I−NKG2A−) NK cells (46).

As it is impacted by genetic or peptidome environmental changes,

the NK cell education repertoire displays some specificity according

to tissue (47, 48). The distinction between conventional NK cells and

tissue-resident NK cells regarding NKG2A and KIR expression has

been reported previously in humans (2). NK cells from blood and

bone marrow demonstrated a similar major proportion of KIRs+

(KIR3DL1; KIR2DL1,2,3/DS1,2,5) and NKG2A+ NK cells with some

NK cell subsets being KIRs+ or NKG2A+ only. The spleen, gut, and

lymph nodes display an enrichment in KIRs- NK cells while the lung

presents a majority of KIRs+ NKG2A+ NK cells (2). NK cells from the

liver express less iKIR (KIR2DL1 and KIR3DL1) than peripheral

blood NK (pbNK) cells but show comparable levels of NKG2A. Liver

NK cells also have less capacity to lyse MHC-deficient K562 and

721.221 cell lines compared to pbNK cells (49). While decidual NK

(dNK) cells have a higher expression of KIR2DL1, KIR2DL3, and

NKG2A than pbNK cells, pbNK cells are more strongly educated,

displaying a stronger degranulation (CD107a) response to K562 cells

(50). However, pbNK cells co-expressing KIR2DL1/NKG2A/

KIR3DL1/KIR2DL3/LILRB1 show increased education in

comparison to pbNK cells expressing KIR2DL1 and/or NKG2A.

Meanwhile, dNK cells expressing KIR2DL1 and/or NKG2A were

more educated than dNK cells co-expressing KIR2DL1/NKG2A/

KIR3DL1/KIR2DL3/LILRB1 (50). Overall, the NK cell education

repertoire displays variation and specificity according to the

source tissue.

The differences in educated NK cell repertoires among diverse

tissues could be due to variations in environmental factors (51). The

environment can be heavily influenced by soluble factors that cause

changes within immune cells (52, 53). Dendritic cells (DC) secrete

several cytokines (IL- 2, IL- 12p70, IL- 15, IL- 18, IFN-a, and IFN-b)
to activate NK cells (54). Lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and poly(I:C)-

stimulated DC secrete IL- 12p70 (55), which induces the expression of

NKG2A on hyporesponsive unlicensed NKG2A- NK cells. This NK

cell population then exhibits NKG2A-induced elevated CD107a+ and

IFN-g+ responses to MHC-I-negative 721.221 cell line stimulation

(55). Furthermore, IL- 2 and IL- 15 play an important role in NK cell

survival and function (56). These cytokines have been shown to

induce NKG2A and KIR3DL1 expression on NKG2A-/KIR3DL1- NK

cells. Notably, exposure to a low dose of IL- 15 resulted in the

restoration of self-KIR educated NK cell cytotoxicity and IFN-g
product ion dur ing post -a l logene ic hematopoie t i c ce l l

transplantation (57). IL- 2 confers cytotoxic competence against

K562 and 721.221 cell lines to NK cells that were initially NKG2A-/

KIR3DL1- and hyporesponsive. This new functional competence is
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acquired by KIR3DL1 expression via IL- 2, and these KIR3DL1+ NK

cells display a self-tolerance competence by HLA-Bw4 recognition on

modified 721.221 cells (58). The role of IL- 2 in promoting KIR3DL1

expression by decreasing hypomethylation in the CpG KIR3DL1

promoter region could contribute towards this functional change

(58). As with IL- 2, another study demonstrated the capacity of

ascorbic acid to elicit KIR promoter demethylation in NK cells (59).

Thus, epigenetic modification could be an important factor in

educated NK cell reprogramming.

NK cell metabolism can also regulate NK cell education and

function. Glycosylation and mitochondrial respiration can support

the proliferation and cytotoxic functions of educated NK cells (60).

One study demonstrated that educated NK cells have a higher

expression of glucose transporter (Glut1) than uneducated NK cells

(61), resulting in a higher rate of glycolysis. These findings are subset-

specific and KIR educated NK cells express more Glut1 than NKG2A

educated NK cells, and the blocking of glycolysis induces a partial

reduction of KIR-educated NK cell functions, contrary to NKG2A-

educated NK cells (12, 61). Similarly, upon restriction of oxidative

phosphorylation, KIR-educated NK cells are converted to

dysfunctional cells, while the NKG2A-educated NK cells maintain

their functional capacities (12, 61). These observations suggest that

NKG2A-educated NK cells retain efficiency in a glucose- and

oxidative phosphorylation-restricted environment compared to

KIR-educated NK cells (12, 60, 61). These mechanisms describe

merely a part of the broad-spectrum of NK cell education diversity

within a given organism (Figure 1).
NK cell education in viral infections

Viral infections generate broad changes within the host. In

reaction to inflammation and viral escape by either HLA

modulation or peptide changes (62, 63), educated and uneducated
Frontiers in Immunology 04
NK cells correspondingly exhibit variations in the magnitude of

effector responses. In this section, we discuss the modulation of

effector educated NK cell functions in response to different

viral infections.
Human immunodeficiency virus

In the absence of viral control by the immune system or by

antiretroviral therapy, HIV infection progresses to acquired

immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS), which is characterized by

opportunistic infections and tumors (64). Due to their roles in

antiviral response (65–67) and notably antibody-dependent cell-

mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) (68), NK cells are major players in

anti-HIV immunity. The modulation of HLA-I on target cells is an

essential mechanism by which HIV escapes antiviral cell restriction.

The HLA-A/-B/-C molecules are downregulated on HIV-infected

cells, and some strains can also downregulate HLA-E expression (69,

70). However, HLA-E is stabilized in HIV infection by the binding of

viral peptides (71). Thus, the sensitivity of NK cell activation

established by education is crucial to induce an efficient effector

educated NK cell response during HIV infection (72). For instance,

expression of KIR3DL1*004 (in the context of self-HLA-Bw4) or that

of KIR3DL1 allotypes expressed at high-density (in the context of self-

HLA-Bw4*80I) have been described to delay AIDS progression (73).

Indeed, HLA-Bw4*80I downregulation could increase KIR3DL1

educated NK cell sensitivity and restrict AIDS progression (21, 22).

Thus, educated NK cells exhibit variation of their functionality

against HIV-infected cells, according to self-HLA-I profiles.

The magnitude of polyfunctionality (CCL4, CD107a, and IFN-g)
from KIR2DL2 educated NK cells (HLA-C1/C1) and KIR2DL1

educated NK cells (HLA-C2/C2) is the highest and most complete

against HIV-infected cells. Conversely, KIR2DL1 educated NK cells

(HLA-C1/C1), KIR2DL2 educated NK cells (HLA-C2/C2), and

KIR2DL3 educated NK cells (HLA-C2/C2) are the effector educated

NK cells with the most restricted polyfunctionality (21) (Figure 2A).

High-density KIR3DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-Bw4*80I) showed a

limited polyfunctionality equivalent to KIR2DL1/2/3 educated NK

cells (HLA-C1/C2) (Figures 2A, B). Meanwhile, the low-density

KIR3DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-Bw4*80I) and KIR3DL1

educated NK cells (HLA-Bw6) had a drastically restricted

polyfunctionality (Figure 2B). Overall, the effector functions from

KIR3DL1 educated NK cell subsets (any self-HLA-Bw4), excluding

low-density KIR3DL1, uniquely favored CCL4 production against

HIV-infected cells (21). Remarkably, high-density KIR3DL1 educated

NK cells (HLA-Bw4*80I) were demonstrated to be more efficient at

killing autologous HIV-infected CD4+ T cells than KIR3DL1

educated NK cells (HLA-Bw4*80T) (22), suggesting CCL4 could

assist in NK cell-mediated HIV restriction.

As previously mentioned, NK cell education is not limited to KIR,

and is also calibrated by NKG2A/HLA-E (8, 36). The HLA-B (-21M)

genotype allows improved education of CD94/NKG2A+ NK cells over

the HLA-B (-21T) genotype due to differences in the engagement of

HLA-E (39). During HIV infection, NKG2A educated effector NK cell

responses are also affected via HLA-B-21 polymorphisms. HLA-B-

21M/M and HLA-A co-expression favors HLA-E expression, which

in turn supports NKG2A educated NK cells. In persons living with
FIGURE 1

Major environment contributions to NK cell education repertoire.
Each colored hexagon indicates a factor involved in NK cell
education. The impact of these factors on NK cell education is
symbolized by colored triangles.
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HIV (PLWH) with HLA-B-21M/M profiles, a positive correlation

between HLA-A expression and HIV viremia has been observed (75).

On the contrary, no correlation between HLA-A expression and HIV

viremia was observed in the HLA-B-21T/T genotype (75).

Furthermore, NKG2A educated NK cells in individuals expressing
Frontiers in Immunology 05
HLA-B-21T/T showed higher degranulation and viral restriction

against HIV-infected cells than NKG2A educated NK cells in

individuals expressing HLA-B-21M/X (75, 76). However, NKG2A

educated NK cells (in HLA-B-21M/M) exhibited higher IFN-g
production than NKG2A educated NK cells (HLA-B-21M/T)
A

B

C

FIGURE 2

NK cell education profiles concerning to HIV infection. The different colors each represent a specific-NKR educated NK profile. Each educated NK
profiles are defined by five factors (degranulation, CCL4, IFNg, cytotoxicity, and expansion). Each factor is described by the size of its slice on the pie
chart according to three levels of reactivity (low, medium, and high). (A) KIR2DL1 educated NK cells, KIR2DL2 educated NK cells, and KIR2DL3 educated
NK cells present three educated NK profiles respectively associated with HLA-C1/C1, HLA-C1/C2, and HLA-C2/C2 genotypes. (B) KIR3DL1 educated NK
cells present four educated NK profiles according to HLA-Bw4/Bw4, HLA-Bw4/Bw6, and HLA-Bw6/Bw6 genotypes. HLA-Bw4/BwX is distinguished by
three different backgrounds: HLA-Bw4*80T, HLA-Bw4*80I with high expression of KIR3DL1, and HLA-Bw4*80I with low expression of KIR3DL1. (C) NKG2A
educated NK cells present three educated NK profiles according to HLA-B-21M/M, HLA-B-21M/T, and HLA-B-21T/T genotypes. ND, no data is described.
The ribbed area describes a superposition of two areas relative to the colors exhibited. The NK educated reactivity was adapted from in vitro HIV-infected
CD4 cell stimulation assays, previously described (21, 72). Except for the Figure 2C, the NK educated IFNg reactivity represented in these charts was taken via
in vitro anti-CD20 Raji cell stimulation (74).
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following ADCC stimulation (Figure 2C). The effector NKG2A

educated NK cells (HLA-B-21M/M) seem to acquire an

inflammatory profi le by IFN-g production with ADCC

stimulation (74).

Overall, this data supports our proposition that effector educated

NK cell responses are dependent on different environmental factors in

the context of HIV infection, such as self-HLA-I profiles or anti-HIV

antibody stimulation. According to these factors, the effector educated

NK cell responses can induce vast changes in NK cell responses

against target cells.

Cytomegalovirus

NK cells play a critical role in the immune response to human

CMV viral infection (77, 78). In particular, virus-induced NK cell

clonal expansion and long-term persistence of “memory-like”

NKG2C+CD57+self-KIR+ educated NK cells have a significant role

in CMV infection (77–80). Within HLA-C1/C2 and HLA-C2/C2

genotypes from CMV-seropositive donors, KIR2DL1 educated NK

cells expand upon coculture with CMV-infected fibroblasts (78, 81).

Similarly, in HLA-C1/C1 and HLA-C1/C2 genotypes from CMV-

seropositive donors, KIR2DL2 and KIR2DL3 educated NK cells also

expand (78, 81). These data suggest that the proliferation of KIR
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educated NK cells by CMV-infected cell stimulation is relative to the

HLA-I engaged during the NK cell education process (Figure 3A).

Overall, both KIR2DL1 educated NK cells and KIR2DL2/3

educated NK cells expand during human CMV infection

(Figure 3A). This expansion is dependent on the association

between educated NK cell and self-HLA-I, highlighting the crucial

role of NK cell education in effector NK cell responses.
Influenza virus

During the course of influenza infection, NK cells have been

shown to provide an overall protective response (83). Using infected

cell stimulation, one study demonstrated that KIR2DL1+ NK cells

(HLA-C2/C2) showed lower IFN-g and CD107a NK cell responses

than KIR2DL3 NK cells (HLA-C1/C1) (82) (Figure 3B). These data

suggest that the effector educated NK cell response from KIR2DL3

NK cells is more effective. Despite these findings, NK cell cytotoxic

activity from the HLA-C1/C1 and HLA-C2/C2 groups did not differ

against MHC-I negative target cells (82). In murine models of

influenza infection, Ly49C/I uneducated NK cells proliferate more

than Ly49C/I educated NK cells. Furthermore, Ly49-deficient and

MHC-I-deficient murine models demonstrated that Ly49 uneducated
A

B

FIGURE 3

NK cell education profiles related to CMV and Influenza viral infections. The different colors each represent a specific-NKR educated NK profile. Each
educated NK profiles are defined by five factors (degranulation, CCL4, IFNg, cytotoxicity, and expansion). Each factor is described by the size of its slice
on the pie chart according to three levels of reactivity (low, medium, and high). (A) KIR2DL1 educated NK cells and KIR2DL2/3 educated NK cells present
respectively three educated NK profiles according to HLA-C1/C1, HLA-C1/C2, and HLA-C2/C2 genotypes. The NK educated reactivity represented in
these charts was adapted via in vitro CMV-infected fibroblast stimulation (78, 81). (B) KIR2DL1 educated NK cells and KIR2DL3 educated NK cells each
present a distinct educated NK profile according to the HLA-C1/C1 and HLA-C2/C2 genotypes, respectively. The NK educated reactivity represented in
these charts was adapted via in vitro influenza A infected CD3-depleted PBMC cells stimulation (82). ND, no data is described.
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NK cells are necessary for protection against influenza infection,

specifically due to their cytotoxic functions (84).
Dengue virus

Interestingly, NK cell responses from dengue-infected individuals

were found to be independent of their education status. Indeed, iKIR

(KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2, KIR2DL3, and KIR3DL1) educated NK cells

and NKG2A educated NK cells from a pool of broad genotypic

profiles (HLA-C1/C1, HLA-C1/C2, HLA-C2/C2, HLA-Bw4/Bw4,

HLA-Bw4/Bw6, and HLA-Bw6/Bw6) did not show any differences

in NK cell expansion between the educated and uneducated NK cell

populations in acute dengue infection (85). However, the mixed pool

of different educated NK cells and genotypes in this study could have

reduced the potential impact of educated or uneducated NK cell

activity during infection. Nonetheless, these analyses indicate that

effector educated NK cell functions can be different according to the

pathogen involved and provide a unique example where NK cell

education may be less important (Figures 2, 3).
iNKR and genotype association: A
fragment of NK cell education in
viral infections

As previously explained, NK cell education is defined by the

relationship between the self-HLA-I host background and iNKR

expression which calibrate the activating threshold from effector

NK cells. However, some studies have described the iNKR NK cell

evolution in viral infection is associated with a specific genotypic

profile, but without any functional NK cell description. Nevertheless,

understanding this relationship could serve to develop our knowledge

about the potential role of effector educated NK cell functions during

other viral infections. For example, the combination of HLA-C1/C1

alleles and KIR2DL3 is associated with the resolution of hepatitis C

virus (HCV) infection (86). In a study of severe acute respiratory

syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection, an increase in

KIR2DL1 and KIR2DL3 expression on NK cells was reported

among the infected group compared to the non-infected healthy

group (87). However, KIR2DL1 expression on NK cells was lower in

severe disease compared to moderate disease (87). Furthermore, the

number of individuals exhibiting a KIR2DL2 and HLA-C1/C1

association was lower in the severe symptom group than the

asymptomatic group (88). Of note, the authors did not report any

significant differences between SARS-CoV-2-infected patients and the

healthy group with respect to HLA-C1/C1, HLA-C2/C2, HLA-C1/C2,

HLA-Bw4I, and HLA-Bw4T genotypes (88). In Lassa virus (LASV)

infection, NK cell activation can play an important role in the

clearance of infected cells (89), except in individuals positive for

both HLA-C1 and KIR2DL2, which have been associated with a

significant increase in LASV replication and contribute to a fatal

outcome in LASV infection. However, there were significant

associations linked to protection in LASV infection between the

HLA-C2 and KIR2DL1, HLA-C1 and KIR2DL3, or HLA-Bw4 and

KIR3DL1 groups compared to the healthy control group (90). During
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acute chikungunya virus (CHIKV) infection, NK cells are activated

with an increased frequency in the blood (91). One study has reported

an enrichment of HLA-C1/C1 and HLA-C1/C2 genotypes in acute

CHIKV-infected patients. These patients also expressed high levels of

KIR2DL2/3 and low levels of KIR2DL1 on NK cells (92). Remarkably,

a negative correlation between viral load and both KIR2DL1 and

NKG2A expression on NK cells was also observed. Conversely, the

authors found a positive correlation between viral load and KIR2DL2/

3 expression on NK cells (92). While in some viral infections, specific

KIR/HLA combinations are associated with control, the same

combinations may facilitate fatal progression in others. Thus, these

findings support our previous observations that effector educated NK

cell functions are dependent on viral infections.
NK cell education in tumor biology
and transplantation

Tumors, like viruses, have evolved immune escape strategies via

HLA downregulation. In this context, effector educated NK cells can

potentially produce a strong NK cell response against MHC-I-

deficient tumor cells. However, educated NK cells can also be

inhibited against HLA-I-competent tumor cells via inhibitory

ligand binding with poor activating signal interaction (93, 94). In

addition, in a tumor context, NK cell education may also be led by

TIGIT (43, 44), CD226 and SLAM (45, 46), as well as LIR-1 (LILRB1)

(40) in addition to traditional KIR- and HLA-based education.

Like viral infections, HLA-I downregulation on acute

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) blasts also contributes to escape

from NK cell responses (95). Interestingly, upon in vitro

stimulation with ALL cells, KIR2DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-C1/

C1) show a higher cytotoxic activity than KIR2DL1 educated NK cells

from HLA-C1/C2 and HLA-C2/C2 (96) (Figure 4A). Additionally,

KIR2DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-C1/C1) also display higher

cytotoxic activity than KIR2DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-C2/C2)

and KIR2DL3 educated NK cells (HLA-C1/C1, HLA-C2/C2) upon in

vitro stimulation with phytohemagglutinin (PHA). However,

KIR2DL3 educated NK cells (HLA-C2/C2) exhibit a higher

cytotoxic activity than KIR2DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-C2/C2)

and KIR2DL3 educated NK cells (HLA-C1/C1) (96). This data

suggests that effector KIR2DL1 educated NK cells (HLA-C1/C1)

seem to be more efficient at killing ALL cells or PHA-blasts

compared to KIR2DL1 and KIR2DL3 educated NK cells in most

self-HLA-I profiles.

In acute myeloid leukemia (AML), HLA-E expression is

downregulated in patients compared to healthy donors. Conversely,

NKG2A is highly expressed on NK cells from AML patients,

suggesting that AML patients might preserve inhibitory signals in

NK cells through the NKG2A/HLA-E pathway (97). In HLA-B-21M/

X (HLA-B-21M/M and HLAB-21M/T) genotypes and upon in vitro

AML blast stimulation supplemented with IL- 2, NKG2A educated

NK cells presented a higher CD107a expression compared to NKG2A

educated NK cells from HLA-B-21T/T (Figure 4B). Moreover, iKIR

educated NK cells from the HLA-B-21M/X and HLA-B-21T/T

genotypes displayed lower CD107a expression than NKG2A

educated NK cells (HLA-B-21M/X) (97). Supporting the findings of
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these in vitro assays, the overall survival among AML patients in IL- 2

treatment combined with histamine dihydrochloride (a drug

administered to prevent relapse) was higher in the HLA-B-21M/X

genotype group than in the HLA-B-21T/T genotype group (97).
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These data indicates that NKG2A educated NK cells display the

most potent responses against AML blast cells in HLA-B-21M/X.

Interestingly, HLA-B-21M promotes NKG2A NK cell education by a

higher stabilization of HLA-E (39). Thus, the downregulation of
A

B

C

FIGURE 4

NK cell education profiles related to ALL and AML tumors. The different colors each represent a specific-NKR educated NK profile. Each educated NK
profiles are defined by five factors (degranulation, CCL4, IFNg, cytotoxicity, and expansion). Each factor is described by the size of its slice on the pie
chart according to three levels of reactivity (low, medium, high). (A) KIR2DL1 educated NK cells present three educated NK profiles according to HLA-C1/
C1, HLA-C1/C2, and HLA-C2/C2 genotypes. The NK educated reactivity represented in these charts was adapted via in vitro ALL blast stimulation (96).
(B) NKG2A educated NK cells present three educated NK profiles according to HLA-B-21M/M, HLA- B-21M/T, and HLA- B-21T/T genotypes. The NK
educated reactivity represented in these charts was adapted via in vitro AML blasts with IL- 2 stimulation (97). (C) KIR3DL1 educated NK cells present six
educated NK profiles according to HLA-Bw4*80I and HLA-Bw4*80T genotypes and associated with the expression of KIR3DL1 (null, low, and high). The
NK educated reactivity represented in these charts was adapted via in vitro AML cell line stimulation (98). ND, no data is described.
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HLA-E in AML patients can favor the activation of effector NKG2A

educated NK cells. Overall, this data indicates that the threshold of

activation from effector NKG2A educated NK cells is influenced by

the HLA-B-21M/X genotype but also by an inflammatory

environment via IL- 2 and supplementary activation signals.

Following in vitro AML cell line (SET-2 and KG-1) stimulation,

KIR3DL1low educated NK subsets and KIR3DL1 uneducated

(KIR3DL1nul l ) NK cells in the HLA-Bw4*80I genotype

demonstrated high cytotoxic activity (98). On the contrary, the

KIR3DL1high educated NK cell subsets, as well as the KIR3DL1null

NK cells from the HLA-Bw4*80T genotype demonstrated high

cytotoxic activity (98) (Figure 4C). In summary, these results show

that effector KIR3DL1 educated NK cell function is efficient against

AML in individuals expressing the following combinations:

KIR3DL1null and HLA-Bw4I/T, KIR3DL1low and HLA-Bw4I, or

KIR3DL1high and HLA-Bw4T. These findings provide evidence that

effector KIR3DL1null NK cells provide the most efficient cytotoxic

activity against AML in the HLA-Bw4 genotype profile.

Hematopoietic stem cell transplantation (HSCT) is a treatment

strategy against myeloid malignant disease that has considerable anti-

leukemic post-remission potential. However, relapse remains the

main cause of mortality after HSCT (99). Effector educated NK

cells from a donor (Dn) play a key role in immune response

reactivity and in the risk of relapse following HSCT (57, 100–102).

Indeed, the educated NK cells must be calibrated by self-HLA-I

molecules from a receiver (Rr) to preserve immune tolerance after

transplantation and reconstitute the effector NK cell response to

conserve leukemia control.

Here we report the results of a study that measured effector educated

NK cell reactivity 180 days post-HSCT to in vitro K562 cell stimulation

(103). The effector KIR2DL1 educated NK cells in Dn(HLA-C1/C1)-Rr

(HLA-C1/C1) and KIR2DL2/3 educatedNK cells in Dn(HLA-C1/CX)-Rr

(HLA-C1/CX) exhibited a low IFN-g and CD107a response. Conversely,

the effector KIR2DL1 educated NK cells in Dn(HLA-C1/CX)-Rr(HLA-

C1/CX) and in Dn(HLA-C2/C2)-Rr(HLA-C1/CX) exhibited a dominant

IFN-g and CD107a response (103). Similarly, the effector KIR2DL2/3

educated NK cells in Dn(HLA-C1/C1)-Rr(HLA-C1/C1) and in Dn

(HLA-C1/C2)-Rr(HLA-C1/C1) demonstrated a robust IFN-g and

CD107a response (Figure 5A). Therefore, the effector educated

KIR2DL1 and KIR2DL2/3 NK cells present an adaptation to the Rr

genotype as illustrated by the measure of high NK reactivity against cell

line stimulation. The highest NK cell functional reconstitution for

educated KIR2DL1 NK cells was observed in the context of Dn(HLA-

C1/CX and HLA-C2/C2)-Rr(HLA-C1/CX) genotype associations.

Additionally, the educated KIR2DL2/3 NK cells displayed functional

reconstitution in the Dn(HLA-C1/C1 and HLA-C1/C2)-Rr(HLA-C1/

C1) genotype associations.

KIR3DL1 educated NK cells also demonstrated great functional

reconstitution, with a high IFN-g and CD107a expression, in the Dn

(HLA-Bw4/BwX)-Rr(HLA-Bw4/BwX) and Dn(HLA-Bw6/Bw6)-Rr

(HLA-Bw4/BwX) genotype associations (103). In contrast,

KIR3DL1 educated NK cells in Dn(HLA-Bw4/BwX)-Rr(HLA-Bw6/

Bw6) revealed poor IFN-g and CD107a expression (103) (Figure 5B).

As expected, this data suggests that effector KIR3DL1 educated NK

cells can recover their functions when exposed to HLA-Bw4.

Two multiple associations within the Rr(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/CX)

genotype, KIR3DL1 educated NK cells from Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/
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C2) and KIR2DL2/3 educated NK cells from Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/

CX), reveal a functional reconstitution characterized by an important

IFN-g and CD107a expression against K562 cell stimulation (103).

Conversely, KIR2DL1 educated NK cells from Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-

C1/C2), KIR2DL2/3 educated NK cells from Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/

C2), and KIR3DL1 educated NK cells from Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/

CX) display a deficient functional reconstitution illustrated by a low

IFN-g and CD107a expression against K562 cell stimulation

(103) (Figure 5C).

Another study described a positive correlation between KIR

expression and IFNg production post-HSCT (3 months).

Conversely, NKG2A educated NK cells reconstituted post-HCT (3

months) did not produce IFNg despite the presence of degranulation
markers (57). Moreover, it was suggested that the lower the number of

KIR genes on the KIR haplotype, the more overall survival is

improved, with each outcome conferring greater disease-free

survival (104). To complete the KIR influences on the outcome of

HSCT, a study demonstrated that reduced progression rate can also

be dependent on the activating KIRs. The co-expression of KIR2DS2/

3 and HLA-C1 can be strong for NK cell education and gradually

weaker for KIR2DS1 and HLA-C2, and KIR3DS1 and HLA-Bw4

interactions, whereas the KIR2DS4 and HLA-A11/-C2/-C4/-C5/-C16

associations showed negligible impact (105). This mechanism can

involve NK cell hyporesponsiveness to malignant cells in the receiver,

deteriorate the overall survival, and accelerate the relapse rate in

patients with malignancy after HSCT. In another study, a cohort of

AML patients treated with autologous HSCT described a lower

incidence of relapse due to the low-affinity interactions (KIR3DL1+

and HLA-Bw4-80T+, HLA-Bw4-80I− genotypes) compared to a

genotype with high-affinity interactions (KIR3DL1+ and HLA-Bw4-

80I+ genotype) and this effect was also induced by a HLA-Bw4 copy

number (106). These data suggest that high-affinity interactions

confer strong inhibition, resulting in weak NK cell antileukemic

activity in autologous HCT for AML patients.

In summary, the response of educated NK cells that occurs during

transplantation is dependent upon donor and recipient genotypes.

Indeed, the overall survival observed in HSCT exhibits a higher score

in the Dn(HLA-C1/C2,HLA-Bw4)-Rr(HLA-C1/C2,HLA-Bw4)

genotype than all other genotypes (103). However, the probability

of relapse is higher in the Dn(HLA-C1/C2) genotype with KIR3DL1/

HLA-B strong inhibition than in the Dn(HLA-C1/C2) genotype with

KIR3DL1/HLA-B weak or non-inhibition (98). Thus, even if there is

an HLA-I genotype match between the donor and recipient, unique

multifactorial markers of educated NK cells may promote a

significant increase in overall survival. Altogether, these results

further suggest that the environment, while being specific to an

individual, is important for effector educated NK cell reactivity, and

the educated NK repertoire can adapt its response to another similar

immune background.
Conclusion

NK cells are essential to maintain healthy homeostasis and

efficient immune responses against disease. In this review, we

discussed how NK cell education is dependent upon a multitude of

factors, such as iNKR variants, HLA-I expression variation, self-HLA-
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FIGURE 5

NK cell education profiles concerning to transplantation (HSCT). The different colors each represent a specific-NKR educated NK profile. Each educated
NK profiles are defined by five factors (degranulation, CCL4, IFNg, cytotoxicity, and expansion). Each factor is described by the size of its slice on the pie
chart according to three levels of reactivity (low, medium, and high). (A) KIR2DL1 and KIR2DL2/3 educated NK cells present five educated NK profiles
according to Dn(HLA-C1/C1), Dn(HLA-C1/C2), Dn(HLA-C1/CX), and Dn(HLA-C2/C2) genotypes as well as Rr(genotype) associations. The NK educated
reactivity represented in these charts was adapted via in vitro K562 cell stimulation (103). (B) KIR3DL1 educated NK cells present four educated NK
profiles according to Dn(HLA-Bw4/BwX) and Dn(HLA-Bw6/Bw6) genotypes as well as Rr(HLA-Bw4/BwX) or Rr(HLA-Bw6/Bw6) associations. The NK
educated reactivity represented in these charts was adapted via in vitro K562 cell stimulation (103). (C) KIR2DL1, KIR2DL2/3 and KIR3DL1 educated NK
cells present six educated NK profiles according to Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/C2) and Dn(HLA-Bw4; HLA-C1/CX) genotypes, associated with Rr(HLA-Bw4;
HLA-C1/CX). The NK educated reactivity represented in these charts was adapted via in vitro K562 cell stimulation (103). ND, no data is described. The
ribbed area describes a superposition of two areas relative to the colors exhibited. The donor genotypes are denoted as Dn and receiver genotypes are
denoted as Rr.
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I peptide binding and soluble factors, among many others. All these

features induce either effector NK hypo- or hyperresponsiveness by

target cell recognition. However, neither the effector hypo- nor

hyperresponsive NK cells are necessarily distinguished by educated

or uneducated NK cells, respectively. Indeed, we put forward the idea

that development of an adequate effector educated or uneducated NK

cell response can fluctuate in response to different diseases. In this

respect, other factors such as inflammatory or non-inflammatory

soluble factor combinations can contribute to the identification of an

optimal educated or uneducated NK cell response to specific diseases.

The consideration of NK cell education is critical to promote a

methodology favoring the resolution of pathologies via effector

educated or uneducated NK cell responses and could aid in the

development of NK cell-based immunotherapeutics.
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